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Motivation

•• ETICS in collaboration with GARR and UREC wants to ETICS in collaboration with GARR and UREC wants to 
enable the community to test their software on the IPv6enable the community to test their software on the IPv6enable the community to test their software on the IPv6 enable the community to test their software on the IPv6 
network stacknetwork stack
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Practical work

•• Dedicated nodes has been setup to build the ETICSDedicated nodes has been setup to build the ETICS--
IPv6 pool including the nodes from GARR(2), UREC(1),IPv6 pool including the nodes from GARR(2), UREC(1),IPv6  pool including the nodes from GARR(2), UREC(1), IPv6  pool including the nodes from GARR(2), UREC(1), 
and CERN(1)and CERN(1)

•• The GARR and UREC nodes are running the double The GARR and UREC nodes are running the double 
stack: IPv6 and IPv4stack: IPv6 and IPv4

•• Despite the numerous requests CERN was not able to Despite the numerous requests CERN was not able to 
support the IPv6 networkingsupport the IPv6 networking
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Practical work

•• The special Condor configuration has been adopted to assure the proper The special Condor configuration has been adopted to assure the proper 
match making for IPv6 jobsmatch making for IPv6 jobs
–– on the WN (not visible to the user)on the WN (not visible to the user)–– on the WN (not visible to the user)on the WN (not visible to the user)

host_network_stack = "IPv6”host_network_stack = "IPv6”

STARTD_EXPRS = $(STARTD_EXPRS) host_network_stackSTARTD_EXPRS = $(STARTD_EXPRS) host_network_stack

START = (job_network_stack =?= $(host_network_stack))START = (job_network_stack =?= $(host_network_stack))

–– in the NMI submit file (visible for the manual submission)in the NMI submit file (visible for the manual submission)
append_requirements = ( host_network_stack =?= "IPv6" )append_requirements = ( host_network_stack =?= "IPv6" )

++job_network_stack = "IPv6”++job_network_stack = "IPv6”

–– from the eticsfrom the etics--test command (extra options)test command (extra options)
eticsetics--test ... test ... ----remoteremote--platforms slc4_ia32_gcc346 platforms slc4_ia32_gcc346 ----remoteremote--requirements  requirements  

client_req_'append_requirements=( host_network_stack =?= "IPv6" )’, client_req_'++job_network_stack client_req_'append_requirements=( host_network_stack =?= "IPv6" )’, client_req_'++job_network_stack 
= "IPv6"'= "IPv6"' <your project name here><your project name here>= IPv6= IPv6 <your_project_name_here><your_project_name_here>
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Using Web Application
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Using client
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Private resources (client)
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Private resources (client)
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Practical work

•• After the initial tests the GARR and UREC nodes hasAfter the initial tests the GARR and UREC nodes hasAfter the initial tests the GARR and UREC nodes has After the initial tests the GARR and UREC nodes has 
been attached to the ETICS production pool:been attached to the ETICS production pool:

http://etics.cern.ch/nmi/index.php?page=pool/indexhttp://etics.cern.ch/nmi/index.php?page=pool/index

•• Test pool visible at:Test pool visible at:pp
http://eticshttp://etics--preprod.cern.ch/nmi/index.php?page=pool/indexpreprod.cern.ch/nmi/index.php?page=pool/index

•• The IPv6 nodes should be present either in the The IPv6 nodes should be present either in the 
production or preproduction or pre--production poolproduction pool
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Practical work
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Practical work
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Practical work

•• Mario, Xavier will tell more about the performed tests.Mario, Xavier will tell more about the performed tests.
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Lesson learned

•• Taking into account the site policies building theTaking into account the site policies building the•• Taking into account the site policies building the Taking into account the site policies building the 
Condor pool out of geographically dispersed Worker Condor pool out of geographically dispersed Worker 
Nodes isn’t a a trivial task as it may appear. Numerous Nodes isn’t a a trivial task as it may appear. Numerous y ppy pp
issues found like:issues found like:

–– Reverse DNSReverse DNS
S l d b h dS l d b h d di th IP dd i th C d fi fildi th IP dd i th C d fi fil–– Solved by hardSolved by hard--coding the IP addresses in the Condor config filescoding the IP addresses in the Condor config files

–– Firewall policies (procedures, transitional openings)Firewall policies (procedures, transitional openings)
–– Condor: Job MatchCondor: Job Match--making: partial match was causing themaking: partial match was causing the–– Condor: Job MatchCondor: Job Match--making: partial match was causing the making: partial match was causing the 

ETICS production pool throughput degradationETICS production pool throughput degradation
–– PowerPower--cuts, etc.cuts, etc.

•• Mail, IM, SMS, phone were very usefulMail, IM, SMS, phone were very useful
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Conclusions

•• ETICS in collaboration with GARR and UREC isETICS in collaboration with GARR and UREC is•• ETICS in collaboration with GARR and UREC is ETICS in collaboration with GARR and UREC is 
providing the infrastructure enabling the community to providing the infrastructure enabling the community to 
perform the IPv6 testsperform the IPv6 testspp

•• The allocation of more resources might be needed in The allocation of more resources might be needed in 
the futurethe future

•• Automated deployment procedures should beAutomated deployment procedures should be•• Automated deployment procedures should be Automated deployment procedures should be 
established to guarantee the service persistencyestablished to guarantee the service persistency

•• We plan to continue the collaborationWe plan to continue the collaboration
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Where we are?

•• New layout of ETICS Web Application featuring theNew layout of ETICS Web Application featuring the•• New layout of ETICS Web Application featuring the New layout of ETICS Web Application featuring the 
IPv6 checkIPv6 check--box is available and deployed as part of box is available and deployed as part of 
Release v1.2Release v1.2

•• Etics client with the Etics client with the ----ipv6 switch is already available ipv6 switch is already available 
and deployed as part of Release v1.2and deployed as part of Release v1.2

IP 6 lIP 6 l i lt (Alb t t )i lt (Alb t t )•• IPv6 plugIPv6 plug--in results (Alberto comments)in results (Alberto comments)
•• rootroot--enabled test: being worked on and should be enabled test: being worked on and should be 

available in the next 1available in the next 1 2 weeks2 weeks
is already 

there ;)available in the next 1available in the next 1--2 weeks2 weeks

•• CoCo scheduling in productionscheduling in production coming sooncoming soon

there ;)
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IPv6 plug-in results

http //etics cern ch/r ndir/etics branch 1 3 0 slc4 ia32 ghttp //etics cern ch/r ndir/etics branch 1 3 0 slc4 ia32 g•• http://etics.cern.ch/rundir/etics_branch_1_3_0_slc4_ia32_ghttp://etics.cern.ch/rundir/etics_branch_1_3_0_slc4_ia32_g
cc346_build/reports/ipv6/index.htmlcc346_build/reports/ipv6/index.html
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Is my code IPv6 compliant?

Yo can check that on o r o n b setting theYo can check that on o r o n b setting the•• You can check that on your own by setting the You can check that on your own by setting the 
ipv6check flag when building with ETICS:ipv6check flag when building with ETICS:

eticsetics--build build --p ipv6check=1p ipv6check=1 ----config etics_branch_1_3_0 config etics_branch_1_3_0 ----continueonerror continueonerror 
----createsource org.eticscreatesource org.etics
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Automatic Testbed Deployment

•• ETICS is testing a new feature to allow users to dynamically deploy ETICS is testing a new feature to allow users to dynamically deploy 
testbeds and execute testsuitestestbeds and execute testsuites

•• This feature leverages metadata already defined in ETICS, in terms of This feature leverages metadata already defined in ETICS, in terms of 
dependencies, and parameterised deployment, configuration and dependencies, and parameterised deployment, configuration and 
execution commandsexecution commands

•• This new feature will allow users toThis new feature will allow users to•• This new feature will allow users toThis new feature will allow users to
–– Define their deployment model (e.g. how many machines, running which set of Define their deployment model (e.g. how many machines, running which set of 

services)services)
–– Deploy several services across different machinesDeploy several services across different machines–– Deploy several services across different machinesDeploy several services across different machines
–– Define synchronisation messages during deployment and executionDefine synchronisation messages during deployment and execution
–– Execute testsuites on this dynamically deployed testbedExecute testsuites on this dynamically deployed testbed
–– Access a single and complete report providing all logs from all machinesAccess a single and complete report providing all logs from all machines–– Access a single and complete report, providing all logs from all machinesAccess a single and complete report, providing all logs from all machines
–– As for the build procedure, the automatic testbed deployment feature can be As for the build procedure, the automatic testbed deployment feature can be 

developed and test locally, on a single machine or on several machinesdeveloped and test locally, on a single machine or on several machines
•• Note: configuration can be implemented using configuration systemsNote: configuration can be implemented using configuration systemsNote: configuration can be implemented using configuration systems Note: configuration can be implemented using configuration systems 

such as YAIM, SmartFrog, etcsuch as YAIM, SmartFrog, etc
•• We believe this feature is unmatched by any other publicly available We believe this feature is unmatched by any other publicly available 

serviceservice
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Automatic Testbed Deployment  - 2

•• Current statusCurrent status
–– This feature leverages the This feature leverages the coco--schedulingscheduling feature of Metronome and Condorfeature of Metronome and Condorgg gg
–– This feature has successfully been tested at CERN and is currently planned for This feature has successfully been tested at CERN and is currently planned for 

the next official release of Condor and ETICSthe next official release of Condor and ETICS
–– ETICS v1.2 already provided a new set of commands and Python API for ETICS v1.2 already provided a new set of commands and Python API for y p yy p y

synchronisation.  This feature already allows users to prepare dynamic testbed synchronisation.  This feature already allows users to prepare dynamic testbed 
deployments, using local resourcesdeployments, using local resources

•• The ETICS Build and Test WebThe ETICS Build and Test Web--Service is been upgraded for this feature, Service is been upgraded for this feature, 
as well as the Build and Test Web Applicationas well as the Build and Test Web Application

•• This feature is targeted for ETICS v1.3This feature is targeted for ETICS v1.3
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New ETICS Commands

•• ETICS v1.2 released three new commands (and a Python API), for ETICS v1.2 released three new commands (and a Python API), for 
users to model synchronisation between services and/or tests, users to model synchronisation between services and/or tests, 
during deployment, configuration and executionduring deployment, configuration and execution

•• Accessory:Accessory:
–– eticsetics--get [options] <key>get [options] <key>g p yg p y

–– eticsetics--set [options] <key> <value>set [options] <key> <value>

–– To help local debugging, the option To help local debugging, the option ----uuid <uuid>uuid <uuid> can be used to can be used to 
query the coquery the co--scheduling information systemscheduling information systemquery the coquery the co scheduling information systemscheduling information system

–– Using option Using option ––b/b/----blockblock the getter can block until a timeout is the getter can block until a timeout is 
reached or a value is setreached or a value is set

•• Setup:Setup:•• Setup:Setup:
–– eticsetics--coschedulecoschedule--locallocal--setup [options] <nosetup [options] <no--ofof--nodes>nodes>

–– The option The option --o <file>o <file> can be used to share the uuid between can be used to share the uuid between 
workspacesworkspacesworkspacesworkspaces

•• Aborting: when an error occurs, the ‘Aborting: when an error occurs, the ‘abortabort’ flag is set, instructing ’ flag is set, instructing 
all tasks to terminate in a controlled fashionall tasks to terminate in a controlled fashion
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What’s next? / Q & A

What’s nextWhat’s nextWhat s nextWhat s next
Q & AQ & AQQ

http://www.euhttp://www.eu--etics.orgetics.org
eticsetics--support@cern chsupport@cern cheticsetics--support@cern.chsupport@cern.ch
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